Letter of Intent within the Call for National Research Data Infrastructures (NFDI)

1. Binding letter of intent as advance notification or non-binding letter of intent

This is a binding letter of intent as advance notification for proposals in 2019.

2. Formal details

Planned name of the consortium: German Human Genome-Phenome Archive

Acronym of the planned consortium: GHGA

Applicant institution

- German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ)
  Prof. Dr. Michael Baumann

  Spokesperson
  - Dr. Oliver Stegle, o.stegle@dkfz-heidelberg.de, DKFZ, Computational Genomics and Systems Genetics

  Co-spokespersons
  - Dr. Ivo Buchhalter, i.buchhalter@dkfz-heidelberg.de, DKFZ, Omics IT and Data Management
  - Dr. Martin Lablans, m.lablans@dkfz-heidelberg.de, DKFZ, Verbundinformationssysteme

Participants
  - Prof. Dr. Benedikt Brors, b.brors@dkfz-heidelberg.de, DKFZ, Applied Bioinformatics

Co-applicant institutions

- Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen (EKUT)
  Prof. Dr. Bernd Engler

  Co-spokespersons
  - Prof. Dr. Oliver Kohlbacher, oliver.kohlbacher@uni-tuebingen.de, EKUT, Institute for Bioinformatics and Medical Informatics
  - Dr. Sven Nahnsen, sven.nahnsen@uni-tuebingen.de, EKUT, Quantitative Biology Center (QBiC)
  - Prof Dr. Thomas Walter, thomas.walter@uni-tuebingen.de, EKUT, Center for Data Processing (ZDV)

Participants
  - Dr. Jens Krueger, jens.krueger@uni-tuebingen.de, EKUT, Center for Data Processing (ZDV)

- University Hospital Tübingen (UKT)
  Prof. Dr. Michael Bamberg

  Co-Spokespersons
  - Prof. Dr. Olaf Rieß, olaf.riess@uni-tuebingen.de, UKT, Medical Genetics and Applied Genomics

Participants
  - Prof. Stephan Ossowski, stephan.ossowski@uni-tuebingen.de, UKT, Medical Genetics and Applied Genomics
  - Prof. Dr. Nisar Malek, nisar.malek@uni-tubingen.de, UKT, Department of Internal Medicine
• Nationales Centrum für Tumorerkrankungen (Heidelberg/Dresden)
  Prof. Dr. Stefan Fröhling/Prof. Dr. Mechthild Krause

  Co-spokespersons
  • Prof. Dr. Peter Lichter, p.lichter@dkfz-heidelberg.de, NCT Heidelberg, Molecular Genetics
  • Dr. Dr. Daniel Hübschmann, d.huebschmann@dkfz-heidelberg.de, NCT Heidelberg, Computational Oncology

  Participants
  • Prof. Dr. Stefan Fröhling, stefan.froehling@nct-heidelberg.de, NCT Heidelberg, Translational Medical Oncology
  • Dr. Daniela Richter, daniela.richter@nct-dresden.de, NCT Dresden, Translational Medical Oncology

• Charité - Universitätsmedizin Berlin (Charité)
  Prof. Dr. Karl Max Einhäupl

  Co-spokespersons
  • Prof. Dr. Thorsten Schlomm, thorsten.schlomm@charite.de, Charité, Klinik für Urologie

  Participants
  • Prof. Dr. Michael Hummel, michael.hummel@charite.de, Charité, Institute of Pathology

• Technische Universität München (TUM)
  Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Herrmann

  Co-spokespersons
  • Prof. Dr. Julien Gagneur, gagneur@in.tum.de, TUM, Fakultät für Informatik

• Europäisches Laboratorium für Molekularbiologie (EMBL)
  Prof. Dr. Edith Heard

  Co-spokespersons
  • Prof. Dr. Peer Bork, peer.bork@embl.de, EMBL, Structural and Computational Biology (SCB)
  • Dr. Wolfgang Huber, whuber@embl.de, EMBL, Genome Biology (GB)
  • Dr. Jan Korbel, korbel@embl.de, EMBL, Genome Biology (GB)

• Max Delbrück Center for Molecular Medicine (MDC)
  Prof. Dr. Thomas Sommer

  Co-spokespersons
  • Prof. Dr. Uwe Ohler, uwe.ohler@mdc-berlin.de, MDC, Medical Systems Biology

  Participants
  • Dr. Dieter Beule, dieter.beule@bihealth.de, MDC, Core Unit Bioinformatics

• Technische Universität Dresden (TU Dresden)
  Prof. Dr. Hans Müller-Steinhagen

  Co-spokespersons
  • Dr. Andreas Dahl, andreas.dahl@tu-dresden.de, TU Dresden, Core Facility Deep Sequencing
  • Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Nagel, wolfgang.nagel@tu-dresden.de, TU Dresden, Center for Information Services and High Performance Computing
• Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg (UHD)
  Prof. Dr. Bernhard Eitel

  Co-spokespersons
  • Prof. Dr. Julio Saez-Rodriguez, julio.saez@bioquant.uni-heidelberg.de, UHD, Bioquant, Computational Biomedicine
  • Prof. Dr. Eva Winkler, eva.winkler@med.uni-heidelberg.de, UHD, Ethik und Patientenorientierung in der Onkologie

  Participants
  • Dr. Christoph Schickhardt, christoph.schickhardt@med.uni-heidelberg.de, UHD
  • Prof. Dr. Dirk Jäger, dirk.jaeger@med.uni-heidelberg.de, Uni Heidelberg, NCT Medical Oncology

• Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften (HAW)
  Dr. Schallum Werner

  Co-spokespersons
  • Dr. Fruzsina Mölnar-Gábor, fruzsina.molnar-gabor@adw.uni-heidelberg.de, HAW

• Universität zu Köln (UK)
  Prof. Dr. Axel Freimuth

  Co-spokespersons
  • Prof. Dr. Ulrich Lang, lang@uni-koeln.de, Uni Köln, Computer Science Institute

  Participants
  • Prof. Dr. Peter Nürnberg, nuernberg@uni-koeln.de, Uni Köln, Cologne Center for Genomics

• Universitätsklinikum Schleswig-Holstein (Uni Kiel)
  Prof. Dr. Jens Scholz

  Co-spokespersons
  • Prof. Dr. Philip Rosenstiel, p.rosenstiel@mucosa.de, Uni Kiel, Institute of Clinical Molecular Biology

• Helmholtz Zentrum München (HMGU)
  Prof. Dr. Matthias H. Tschöp

  Co-spokespersons
  • Prof. Dr. Annette Peters, peter@helmholtz-muenchen.de, HMGU, Institute of Epidemiology
  • Prof. Dr. Juliane Winkelmann, juliane.winkelmann@tum.de, HMGU, Institute of Neurogenomics

  Participants
  • Prof. Dr. Thomas Meitinger, meitinger@helmholtz-muenchen.de, HMGU, Institute of Human Genetics

• Deutsches Zentrum für Neurodegenerative erkrankungen e. V. (DZNE)
  Prof. Dr. Pierluigi Nicotera

  Co-spokespersons
  • Prof. Dr. Joachim Schultze, j.schultze@uni-bonn.de, DZNE, Platform for Single Cell Genomics & Epigenomics
Universität des Saarlandes (UdS)
Prof. Dr. Manfred Schmitt

Co-spokespersons
- Prof. Dr. Jörn Walter, j.walter@mx.uni-saarland.de, Uni SB, Genetics/Epigenetics

Other Participants
- Prof. Dr. Michael Backes, backes@cispa.saarland, CISPA, Saarbrücken
- Dr. Stephan Hachinger, Stephan.Hachinger@lrz.de, Leibniz-Rechenzentrum (LRZ) der Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften
- Prof. Dr. Alice McHardy, Alice.McHardy@helmholtz-hzi.de, Helmholtz Center for Infection Research (HZI), Braunschweig
3. Objectives, work programme and research environment

Research area of the proposed consortium (according to the DFG classification system)

22 - Medicine, 21 - Biology

3.1 Concise summary of the planned consortium’s main objectives and task areas

Genome sequencing and other omics technologies are among the most prominent and high-volume data sources in the life sciences, with major applications in basic biology, translational research and medicine. Clinical omics profiling of patients is expected to dominate large-scale data generation in the near future, providing unprecedented opportunities for use of these data in research. While initiatives exist to harmonize phenotypic data, in particular medical health records, there is a lack of infrastructure for high-volume omics data. While these data are already generated at scale by centers of excellence across Germany, legal, ethical and technical hurdles currently preclude managed access and data reuse for research at a national and international level. Such a national infrastructure could integrate existing and future omics data resources and link these to phenotype information. It will open up major scientific avenues and will deliver harmonized molecular profiles from large cohorts. Additionally, such an infrastructure will create an invaluable bridge between biomedical research and healthcare, opening the door for scientists in Germany to participate in key international research networks. This would tremendously boost genome science research in Germany and help to close the gap to European champions such as the United Kingdom, Denmark or Finland. Existing and forthcoming European infrastructure can complement national efforts, but cannot replace national infrastructures for financial, legal, and regulatory reasons. An overview of the structure of the planned infrastructure and its interactions is given in the following figure.

The core mission of this NFDI consortium is to address this need by establishing a national archive together with an analytics platform for human genome and phenome data. With an initial focus on human omics data types, ranging from whole genome sequencing data, epigenetic, transcriptome profiling, single-cell sequencing, proteomics to microbiome readout, the consortium seeks to
establish a platform for data ingest, access, management and archival of human omics data. Access to data and community buy-in will be achieved by engaging with clinical partners and major data generation centers in Germany, including biomedical research hubs and the recently established NGS competence centers (NGS-CN) of DFG.

Using state-of-the-art cloud technologies, GHGA will enable distributed analytics of large-scale sequencing datasets, thereby providing a platform for harmonized data processing, analysis and data reuse. The GHGA consortium will work closely with ethics and legal experts to address data processing, particularly data security concerns, and to establish an ethico-legal framework for population-scale data sharing and research, including harmonized patient consent. Best practice guidelines will be developed in accordance with applicable national and international regulation.

On a technical level, GHGA activities will build on and extend existing, reliable and secure high-performance computing infrastructures established by members of the consortium. A network of data hubs directly connected to the major data generators will handle the data in a distributed manner. Using cloud technologies, we will make this distributed infrastructure accessible to researchers in an integrated and seamless manner. Based on the needs, researchers will have access to raw sequence data, as well as analysis results generated using harmonized, internationally recognized analysis workflows. The consortium will drive open science solutions that are fully aligned with ELIXIR, the existing European Genome-Phenome Archive (EGA) at EBI and CRG and its federation strategy. To ensure quality and comparability with international standards, we will engage in projects such as GA4GH to foster international data exchange in current and upcoming studies (from ICGC ARGO to IHEC, HCA to rare disease studies to MEGA).

The GHGA will be open to data submission and projects across all fields of human omics. The initial focus will be on seed communities that drive the national efforts for research centric as well as clinical sequencing at scale - rare diseases, oncology and (genetic) epidemiology. These communities are well represented by members of the consortium, and personalized omics-based patient management is expected to play a major role in these domains. Building from these seed communities, the center will expand into other communities in the future, as well as handling additional data types such as proteomics and eventually imaging data. In parallel to establishing infrastructure and data resources, the consortium will drive innovation projects, flagship use cases and community portals to foster the immediate scientific exploitation of the established data resources. In particular, the availability of large homogenized national datasets and federated computing will enable population-scale omics studies, interrogating genotype-phenotype relationships in rare disease, human cancers and large epidemiological cohorts. To this end, GHGA will create interfaces with epigenomic resources (i.e. IHEC) as well as phenotype-centric data resources and networks (e.g., data integration centers within the Medical Informatics Initiative, NAMSE, RD-CONNECT, “bridgeheads” present in DKTK and comprehensive cancer centers). The consortium will also expand into novel omics technologies, including single-cell genomics, and foster interfaces between data opportunities and novel analytical methods based on machine learning and artificial intelligence. Finally, the GHGA will act as a platform for novel patient-centric data sharing initiatives, which create feedback loops between patients, clinicians and researchers, providing incentives for open data sharing and the democratization of omics research in Germany.

3.2 Brief description of the proposed use of existing infrastructures, tools and services that are essential in order to fulfil the planned consortium’s objectives

GHGA closely interacts with Germany’s major sequencing centers, namely the NGS Competence Network of DFG (NGS-CN, speaker and GHGA co-spokesperson Joachim
Schultze), including the West-German Genome Center (WGGC, Bonn/Köln/Düsseldorf), the NGS Competence Center Tübingen (NCCT), as well as the sequencing facilities of the German Center for Cancer Research (DKFZ, Heidelberg) and the Munich Sequencing Alliance. With these centers, data deposition paths and standardized meta-data transfer will be agreed upon to facilitate seamless data deposition to GHGA with minimal effort for the user.

GHGA builds on - and connects with - the existing infrastructure of the European Genome-Phenome Archive (EGA), with whom we will share and harmonize organizational principles (project management, access control management, data deposition), but also joint software developments (e.g., portals, data processing pipelines). For the analysis of genomics data, we will also work closely with the de.NBI cloud infrastructure and related European infrastructures (ELIXIR), the compute cloud of the German Bioinformatics Infrastructure Network funded by BMBF. Both Tübingen and Heidelberg are de.NBI cloud sites and will contribute compute power, expertise and training capacity to GHGA.

The necessary compute and storage infrastructure of GHGA will be provided by the existing infrastructure of local compute centers established at the HPC institutions of consortium members (München, Heidelberg, Tübingen, Köln, Dresden). Funding of these compute centers is mainly through federal and state funds from various programs.

We will also establish a close interaction with the German Biobank Alliance (GBA) and the German Biobank Node (GBN), since high-quality biomaterials and associated metadata are of utmost importance for the generation of reliable and reproducible research data. GBA (coordinated by GBN) provides a biobank network of 20 university-based high-end biobanks which are prepared to establish record linking between high-quality biomaterials and associated metadata with GHGA data sets. In addition, the available biomaterials might be used to generate additional research data, thus enabling targeted extension of existing data sets.

3.3 Interfaces to other proposed NFDI consortia: brief description of existing agreements for collaboration and/or plans for future collaboration

The GHGA consortium has agreed on a close partnership with the planned NFDI4Medicine and NFDI4Health consortia. Together, these three consortia provide comprehensive and complementary infrastructure components: bridging storage and management of healthcare, medical research, and public health data (NFDI4Health & NFDI4Medicine) with omics-centric raw data archival, processing and analytics (GHGA). By linking the data modalities addressed by these consortia (ideally, in a privacy-preserving manner), it will be possible to integrate previously disjoint datasets in an unprecedented manner. In this context, GHGA will provide large-volume data storage for omics raw data and capacity to processing these data. The data processing infrastructure in GHGA will yield quantitative molecular readouts (e.g., genetic variants, gene expression quantification, epigenetic states), which can jointly analyzed together with healthcare data and medical research data. GHGA will work with NFDI4Medicine on standardization of data exchange formats (e.g., as part of the National Core Data Set of the Medical Informatics Initiative extension modules ‘genomics’, ‘oncology’, and ‘rare disease’) to facilitate analysis of processed omics data jointly with associated clinical phenotypes. Similarly, GHGA will cooperate with NFDI4Health to facilitate linkage of ‘omics’ data to information harvested in structured public health and clinical trial data. Ethical, legal, and societal impact are synergistic cross-sectional topics to which all three consortia can contribute. The consortium will also work together with other synergistic efforts. In particular, the NFDI4Microbiota consortium, which is focused on
Microbiome tool development and analysis, plans to build on GHGA as archive for human microbiome data. We will also work closely with the umbrella consortium NFDI4Life to coordinate cross-sectional issues within the life sciences.

4. Cross-cutting topics

Even though the constellation and relative timing of the different NFDI consortia is not at this point, we foresee several cross-cutting topics to which we can contribute and/or benefit from.

Standardized phenotyping of subjects and privacy-preserving record linkage

Although the management of human phenotype data, such as medical records, is not part of the aims of GHGA, the consortia and the compute platform will require such cross-cutting developments. Access to phenotype data for the corresponding samples will enable integrating molecular data modalities in GHGA with phenotypic outcomes. We expect this infrastructure to be established by the NFDI4Medicine consortium.

Consent management and ethico-legal framework for patient data

The GHGA consortium will establish mechanisms to manage patient consent, as well as an ethico-legal framework for research using patient data. These efforts will benefit all NFDI consortia working with sensitive data and person-related healthcare data in particular.

Cloud platforms for scientific computing

The GHGA infrastructure will make extensive use of distributed local cloud technologies, both for compute and storage. These activities will build on the established expertise in the context of ongoing initiatives such as de.NBI. Consequently, the consortium can contribute expertise and reference solutions in this area, as well as benefiting from centralized technological developments.

Standardization for data processing and workflow management

GHGA will establish standardized infrastructure for processing large volumes of omics data in a consistent and reproducible manner. Theses technical developments of computational workflows that can be executed using cloud computing systems are a core component of GHGA. The underlying workflow management solutions will be generic and reference solutions and software implementations will be openly shared with other consortia, both inside and outside of the life sciences.

Integrative data analytics

As part of the analysis workflows and community services, GHGA will make extensive use of machine learning and statistical inference for integrating different data modalities. This includes multi-omics data analysis, spatio-temporal modelling and the integration between omics data and other data modalities, such as imaging and health records. The consortium will benefit from and can contribute expertise in this area by sharing methods, expertise and software.
5 Annex - Conflicts of Interest
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